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Now You Know the Real Me comprises seven quilt-based works 
made by Malcolm Harrison (1941–2007) between 1988 and 1990. The 
show title comes from a card depicting a drag queen sent by the 
artist in connection with the 1988 group exhibition New Directions in 
Fibre at the Fisher Gallery (now Te Tuhi). Harrison was a gay man, 
and although queer qualities can be felt in his work, they are seldom 
explicit. The ‘real Malcolm’ lies between the threads.

The show pays homage not only to Harrison, as a master quilter, 
but also to an artform with diverse resonances. As curator Simon 
Gennard has observed, ‘the quilt ... has long been associated with 
femininity, domesticity and amateurism’.1 Quilts connote community, 
since they tend to enfold a panoply of fabrics and are sometimes 
made collaboratively, and lineage, since they are steeped in tradition 
and are often passed down from generation to generation.

Moreover, quilts chime with queerness. They are bodily and sensual, 
and they tie into the tradition of the AIDS quilt. Harrison himself 
contributed to the New Zealand AIDS Memorial Quilt. A friend, Rob 
Calder, commissioned him to produce a panel dedicated to Simon 
Morley (1950–86). The piece initially made by Harrison, shown at 
right, was the wrong size; however, he created another, and this 
remains part of the Memorial Quilt.2

The core of Now You Know the Real Me is a series of panels from 
Harrison’s monumental and sombre Mortal Angels. The work 
permits multiple readings but surely speaks to the devastation of the 
‘first wave’ of HIV/AIDS. It was originally composed of seventeen 
pieces—twelve essentially black, with each of the remaining five 
centring on a different key colour. Six panels were separated from 
their fellows some years ago.

Mortal Angels is rich in signs and symbols, featuring arrows, 
crosses, hearts, stars, and triangles. The letters A and O suggest the 
Greek Alpha and Omega, signifying ‘the beginning and the end’ and, 
by extension, God or Christ. They combine with M-like structures to 
spell ‘amo’, ‘I love’ in Latin and several other languages. The work 
as a whole recalls Māori flags of the 19th-century, such as Te Wepu, 
and 20th-century pieces by Paratene Matchitt and Ralph Hotere.

BETWEEN THE 
THREADS



Malcolm Harrison, AIDS Quilt Dedicated to Simon Morley (detail), 1991. Part of Sleeping 
Arrangements, curated by Simon Gennard, Dowse Art Museum, Te Awakairangi, 2018. 
Collection of Tim McWhannell and Terry Stringer, Tāmaki Makaurau.

The diminutive Rainbird I reflects Harrison’s interest in cultures of 
Te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa. It incorporates undecorated tapa, an element 
with a fringe of eyelets akin to a sail, and motifs reminiscent of 
feathers, leaves, or waka seen from above. The overall form of the 
semicircle subtly evokes Hawaiian ʻahu ʻula (feather cloaks).



1 Simon Gennard, Sleeping Arrangements (Te Awakairangi: Dowse Art Museum, 2018), n.p.
2 Ibid. The Memorial Quilt panel can be viewed online at https://aidsquilt.org.nz/simon/.

Wearable in scale, two Trauma Cloaks are more immediately 
suggestive of the cope, a liturgical vestment strongly associated with 
the clergy of the Catholic and Anglican Churches. The pieces are 
outwardly playful, reminiscent of picture-book illustrations. While 
their stated themes are fire and drowning, they perhaps indirectly 
allude to other kinds of childhood trauma, such as alienation and 
bullying.

The brilliant colours and dynamic shapes of The Letter and The 
Head and the Heart 6 are typical of Harrison’s style in the early 
1990s (textile art aficionados may also draw a parallel with works by 
his contemporary Gordon Crook). A gift for Kim Brice, a jeweller 
whose pieces are noticeably in sympathy with Harrison’s, The Letter 
abounds in curious details, including the heads and rumps of horses 
and luscious stone fruit.

In Sonnet (Hear the silence tolling through nightwatch hour ...), 
a pink triangle blazes against an expanse of denim. Heavy hand-
stitches create the impression of a body of water in motion. The 
eponymous sonnet is picked out in immaculately machined script. A 
reference to ‘stilted stiff stanzas’ seems to acknowledge Harrison’s 
sense of the limitations of words, as well as his preference for the 
more supple languages of colour, pattern, and texture.

—Francis McWhannell











MALCOLM HARRISON
From Mortal Angels, 1989–90
Quilted fabrics, eleven panels 
only
3000 x 5000mm (overall)

Malcolm Harrison, Mortal Angels, 1989–90. Part of Echoes and Reflections, curated by Louis 
Johnston, Fisher Gallery, Tāmaki Makaurau, 1991.



MALCOLM HARRISON
The Letter, 1990
Quilted fabrics
1500 x 1100mm

Simon Gennard has written: ‘[Harrison’s] designs locate the artist 
within a network of friends, acquaintances and lovers. Across the 
centre of The Letter are the words “yes I’m alive,” stitched in an 
awkward script. These words come from a letter written to Harrison 
by his friend, Kim Brice, while Brice was recovering from surgery. 
After Echoes and Reflections finished touring, the quilt arrived 
unannounced on Brice’s doorstep.’1

1 Simon Gennard, Sleeping Arrangements (Te Awakairangi: Dowse Art Museum, 2018), n.p.











MALCOLM HARRISON
Sonnet (Hear the silence tolling 
through nightwatch hour ...), 
1989
Quilted fabrics
1120 x 1840mm



MALCOLM HARRISON
The Head and the Heart 6, 
1990
Quilted fabrics
560 x 390mm









MALCOLM HARRISON
Rainbird I, 1988
Quilted fabrics, tapa and 
leather
575 x 1020mm









MALCOLM HARRISON
Trauma Cloak (Fire), 1989
Quilted fabrics
1035 x 2050mm





MALCOLM HARRISON
Trauma Cloak (Drowning), 
1989
Quilted fabrics
1010 x 2060mm





Malcolm Harrison is one of Aotearoa’s most accomplished fibre or 
textile artists of Pākehā heritage. Born and raised in Ōtautahi, he 
wished to attend art school but was not allowed to do so. He instead 
apprenticed as a window dresser at the department store DIC and 
took night classes in pattern-making. These activities fostered an 
‘early taste for fabric’.

In the 1960s, Harrison worked for fashion designer Colin Cole in 
Tāmaki Makaurau, before opening a boutique of his own. Best-known 
for his work in quilting, he made his first forays into the practice in 
the 1970s, initially using scraps of dress fabric. His first exhibition 
was held at Denis Cohn Gallery in 1979.

Harrison’s work was quickly recognised for its rigour and vision. 
In the 1990s, he was tasked with developing two major works for 
Parliament House in Te Whanganui-a-Tara: These Are Matters of 
Pride (1994–96), a monumental installation, and Whanaungatanaga: 
Relationships (1994–96), a woven and embroidered wall hanging. 
Both saw Harrison work with fellow artists or makers, and both 
attest to his enthusiasm for cultural pluralism.

In 2004, Harrison was awarded the inaugural Creative New Zealand 
Craft/Object Art Fellowship. He died in 2007, aged 66, following a 
fall at his Waiheke home.

Important exhibitions include Fabric Sandwich, Fisher Gallery 
(now Te Tuhi), 1986; Echoes and Reflections, Manawatū Art Gallery 
(now Te Manawa), 1990 (toured); Implicated and Immune: Artists’ 
Responses to AIDS, Fisher Gallery, 1992; Minus Reason, Objectspace, 
2005; Malcolm Harrison: A Celebration, Waiheke Community Art 
Gallery, 2017 (toured); and Sleeping Arrangements, Dowse Art 
Museum, 2018.

MALCOLM HARRISON 
(1941–2007)
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